5

Documents
to prepare for a

HIPAA Audit

HIPAA documentation isn’t something you can create overnight.
Here are the top 5 pieces of documentation auditors look for.
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Employee training
documentation

Business Development and
Privacy Officer of UHIN

Training helps workforce members remember
important security practices to keep protected
health information (PHI) secure.

✓ Regular training for all employees

“I ultimately spent...
160 hours...gathering
documentation. It took
about a month to get all our
documents ready to turn in.”
– Doreen Espinoza,
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✓ Verification process to ensure
training completion
✓ High quality content presented
during training
✓ Training completion dates for each
staff member

Policies and
procedures

✓ Evaluation process for training
program effectiveness

Policies aren’t just paperwork. They outline in
writing what you promise to do to protect your
patient’s medical data.

✓ Privacy Rule policies (e.g., use and
disclosure of PHI, NOPP)
✓ Security Rule policies (e.g.,
password requirements, encryption)
✓ Breach notification policies (e.g.,
incident management,
breach processes)
✓ Frequent updates to policies and
procedures
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✓ Where policies are stored and how
they are disseminated to staff

Business
associate
agreements
(BAA)
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Providers and third parties agree to
share responsibility for patient data
protection, but it’s still the primary
responsibility of the provider to
ensure PHI protection.

✓ Recently signed agreements for all
business associate relationships
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✓ Agreements updated to include
Omnibus language
✓ Satisfactory assurance that each
business associate safeguards
patient data

HIPAA
risk analysis

✓ Business associate risk evaluation
✓ Annual reevaluation of contracts

A HIPAA risk analysis identifies potential
security threats that put your patients'
data and your organization at risk.

✓ Lists of employees with their access
to PHI
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✓ Flow diagram of PHI in your
environment

HIPAA risk
management plan
A HIPAA risk management plan is simply
your outlined strategy for mitigating risks
found in your risk analysis.

✓ Lists of systems with access to PHI
(e.g., servers, workstations, laptops)
✓ Identified vulnerabilities, threats, and
risks to patient data
✓ Risks, prioritized based on likelihood
of occurrence and potential impact

✓ Organizational HIPAA goals
✓ Each vulnerability and assigned
risk level
✓ HIPAA security control to do’s
✓ Dates completed and employee that
completed it
✓ Notes that address unimplemented
guidelines

Prepare now for a HIPAA audit
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Gather and organize
documentation. If you don’t
have it, start documenting!

Do periodic internal audits of
your facility. You’ll probably
find easily fixable problems
to work on.

Talk to a HIPAA security company like SecurityMetrics to
help you conduct your risk
analysis, plan your risk
management strategy, and
get your documents in order.

Need help preparing for a successful
HIPAA audit? We can help!
hipaa@securitymetrics.com
877.364.9183
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